Circus Crown Points
Usual Crown points per dollar turned in
Ads – 2 points
Admission Books – 2 points
Cash (bucket) – 3 points
Mama/Daddy books – 4 points
Raffle Tickets – 2 points
Ride Ticket books – 2 points
Rainy Day Tickets – 2 points
Sponsor Sales – 2 points
Points for working each performance –

Hospital Drive cash – 1 point per dollar
Hospital drive gives 1 point for any $1 raised no matter how you raise it.

First Line Signer
500 points for each petition.
Sign 8 in one year and get 2,500 additional points

Road Runner points
Greenville – 50
Cincinnati – 100

NOTE: point values may be changed by the Potentate for his year.

A special bar is given for cash collections of $5,000 or more for the Hospital Drive each year. They go between the Green Bar and the Name Plate.